Abstract. In this paper, we propose new ideas to protect user privacy while allowing the use of a user history graph. We define new privacy notions for user history graphs and consider algorithms to generate a privacy-preserving digraph from the original graph.
Introduction
Graph-structured data are useful for the analysis of relationships and trends of service use [6, 4] , and has been considered an analysis tool for a commercial services [10] . Graph-structured data sets are collections of user history data, which are anonymous, but contain sensitive information with implications for user privacy. A privacy concern for leakages of user history data has been reported [11] . Privacy-preserving analysis of such graphs remains a continuing concern as interest in the areas of privacy and data mining increases.
Current research focuses mainly on social network graphs without directed edges. In a social network graph, the anonymity of each node is important for privacy protection. How to obfuscate the relationships between users and nodes is the main issue for existing privacy protection mechanisms for graphs. A method [13] proposed by Yuan et al. constructs a k-degree anonymous graph by adding nodes and edges. In the k-degree anonymous graph, the probability that an attacker cannot identify a node of the target user is at most 1 k . Several studies have examined [5, 7, 3] methods that use secret graph data and respond to queries with approximate results. Blaustein et al. formalized the problem of creating a protected account G of a graph G and provided an algorithm [2] to create a maximally useful protected account of a sensitive social network graph. In the article [15] , k-automorphism is proposed: k-automorphism requires that each node has at least k − 1 other nodes with the same structure in a published graph. Some other techniques for protecting privacy in social networks have been proposed [12, 14] . Privacy preserving data mining methods for link analysis of directed graphs was presented in [8, 1] .
In this paper, we propose new privacy notions for user history graphs and consider algorithms to generate a privacy-preserving digraph from the original graph. We assume that the user history graph is published and used for several analyses using non-interactive schemes. The notions are similar in approach to k-anonymity [9] , and they are configured by two parameters k and v. The rest of the paper is organized as follows; user history graphs are explained in section 2. Section 3 provides privacy notions for user history graphs and section 4 presents algorithms for privacy-preserving graph data. Evaluation results of the algorithms are shown in section 5. We conclude this paper in section 6.
User History Graph
A history graph as shown in figure 1 is an efficient method to visualize the history of a user. We define a label for each edge to merge the history graphs of all users. A user history graph showing that users perform action a and then b is transformed into a labeled digraph (a → b): the label L(a → b) denotes the number of users who perform the action from a to b. For simplicity in the definition, we assume that the user does not repeat his previous actions, even though our discussion in this paper can be applied to that case. First, a history for each user is transformed into a labeled digraph such that the label is L(a → b) = 1. Then, digraphs of all users are merged as follows; -all nodes that denote the same action are merged into one node. Note that the digraph (a → b) is different from the digraph (b → a), so the label is defined for each digraph.
Let start be a group of nodes that the number of outgoing edges for a node is larger than the number of incoming edges for the node and end be a group of nodes the number of incoming edges for a node is larger than the number of outgoing edges for the node. The symbol start → x denotes the routes from the nodes start to x, and the symbol x → end denotes the routes from x to the end nodes. The symbols N start→t and N t→end respectively denote all nodes on all possible routes from start → t and all nodes on all possible routes from t → end, where the symbol N x denotes a group of nodes that satisfy the condition x. If start = ∅, N start→t consists of all nodes that can be reached from node t to trace the digraph backwards. For end = ∅, N t→end consists of all nodes that can be reached from node t to trace the digraph forwards. The symbol ∅ denotes an empty set. For the merged history graph in figure 1 , N start→d is the set of nodes {a, b}, and N d→end is the set of nodes {e, f, h}.
Privacy Notion

Adversary Model
Privacy leakage from a merged history graph is the disclosure of the actions of a particular person from the graph. Attacks against user history graphs are intended to obtain private information on a particular user from the graph. We assume that the merge process is executed on a trusted domain and only the merged history graph is published. We summarize an adversary model as follows:
Adversary against a Merged History Graph. It is assumed that an adversary knows a victim A executed an action t. The objective of the adversary is to obtain actions that A executed before or after the action t. Thus, the adversary searches the merged history graph that includes actions of other people and finds actions of A using the knowledge that action t was executed.
Notions for Untraceability of Graph
We consider two levels of privacy notions: partial k-untraceability, and complete k-untraceability. Partial k-traceability accepts leakage of some partial actions of a user, but prevents all actions of the user from being revealed. The definition of complete k-untraceability involves meeting the reqirement that no action of the user is leaked. The symbol Act , respectively. Generally, there are many trivial actions, performed by many users. It is not important for privacy purposes where we keep the information about such actions. Thus, we relax the above definitions to produce an anonymized graph that includes a lot of information for analyses of user history. Let v be the threshold value for the number of performing users that establishes that an action is trivial, that is, we judge the actions x → y to be trivial if the label L(x → y) ≥ v. Both definitions are denoted as follows: Definition 1. Partial (k, v)-untraceability. We assume that an adversary knows an action t of a user A, and we consider all possible adversaries defined for any t in the merged graph. If at least k sequences of actions that are potentially associated with the user A and k − 1 other users exist as candidates respectively for all actions Act In a complete (k, v)-untraceable graph, each action t except trivial actions has k outgoing edges and incoming edges; thus, an action of the user A which connects to the action t cannot be identified from k candidates. Thus, the graph satisfies untraceability for the adversary who knows the action t of the user. It is trivial that a complete (k, v)-untraceable graph satisfies partial (k, v)-untraceability; all actions except trivial actions are connected to k potential actions in a complete (k, v)-untraceable graph. A graph that satisfies partial (k, v)-untraceability generally produces much information than a complete (k, v)-untraceable graph, where the partial (k, v)-untraceable graph and the complete (k, v)-untraceable graph are generated from a user history graph. However, the (k, v)-untraceable graph may reveal partial actions of users due to the relaxed definition of the privacy notion; an attack is successful where an adversary obtains all actions of a user. To trace all actions of the user, the adversary has to select a sequence of actions from k sequences of actions; thus, all actions of the user is untreaceable, even though some actions are treaceable for the adversary. The parameter k means that an action (or a sequence of actions) is potentially associated with a user and k − 1 other users in the untraceable graph, and the parameter v means that v users do the same action in the graph. Generally, we should select the parameter v = k with regards to a privacy requirement for a merged graph. Actions of a user are hidden in actions of a group that consists of k members including the user. A privacy notion for the graph should be selected from the above two notions according to a use case of the graph and its privacy requirements. Tradeoffs between privacy and the amount of information that is provided by the untraceable graph will be evaluated in section 6.
Algorithm
Algorithm generating partial (k, v)-untraceable history graph
Details of the algorithm are denoted as Algorithm 1, where oe t and ie t are respectively defined as the number of outgoing edges and incoming edges of a node t. The algorithm to generate a partial (k, v)-untraceable history graph is as follows.
1. This step consists of a part of the detailed algorithm, from line 1 to line 3.
For input of a user history graph G, the algorithm adds a virtual incoming edge (s r → r) to each node r ∈ start until the number of the incoming edges is the same as the number of outgoing edges. Then, the the algorithm adds a virtual outgoing edge (q → u q ) to each node q ∈ end until the number of the outgoing edges is the same as the number of incoming edges. A label of a virtual incoming edge L(s x → x) denotes the number of users who first do the action, and a label of a virtual outgoing edge L(y → u y ) denotes the number of users who do the action at the end.
2. This step consists of a part of the detailed algorithm, from line 4 to line 12.
The algorithm searches for a node t that has fewer outgoing edges than k and for which all lower nodes N t→end\t have fewer outgoing edges than k. Then, the algorithm removes all outgoing edges (t → * ) that satisfy L(t → * ) < v. Next, the algorithm searches for a node t that receives incoming edges numbering less than k and all upper nodes N start→t \t that receive fewer incoming edges than k. Then the algorithm removes all incoming edges ( * → t ) that satisfy L( * → t ) < v. The algorithm repeats this step until no node that meets the conditions has found. 3. This step is the same as line 13, line 14 and line 15 in the detailed algorithm.
The algorithm removes virtual incoming and outgoing edges, removes nodes that has no edges, and outputs the modified graph.
Algorithm 1 Generation of a Partial (k, v)-Untraceable History Graph
Input: User History Graph G, parameters k and v Output:
Add virtual incoming edges to start nodes 3: Add virtual outgoing edges to end nodes.
4: T ← all nodes t, where oeN t→end < k and its all edges are not L(ti → * ) ≥ v 5: T ← all nodes t , where ieN start→t
< k and its all edges are not L( *
Choose ti from T
8:
Remove all outgoing edges of ti, where
9:
Choose t j from T
10:
Remove all incoming edges of t j , where
11:
Update T and T 12: end while 13: Remove virtual edges 14: Remove all node t where oe t = 0 and ie t = 0 from G
Example. We show an example of the execution for the merged history graph in figure 2 , where we set k = v = 2. The algorithm checks whether each node satisfies the condition for outgoing edges which is described in the step 2, and find that the nodes h and g satisfy the condition. Because, the nodes {a, d, e, f } have two outgoing edges, and the nodes b and c have edges
respectively. Then, the outgoing edges (g → h) and (h → u h ) are removed. The algorithm has no node that satisfy the condition for incoming edges which is described in the step 2. Note that the incoming edge (s a → a) satisfies L(s a → a) ≥ 2. The algorithm removes virtual edges from the graph, and then the algorithm removes the node h that has no connection with other nodes. Thus, the output of the algorithms for the example graph is the graph including seven nodes as described in figure 2 . Any adversary who knows an action of a user cannot find sequences of all actions of the user from the output of Algorithm 1. For example, if an adversary knows that a user do the action g, there exist at least two possible sequences of the actions, (a 
Algorithm generating complete (k, v)-untraceable history graph
Details of the algorithm are denoted as Algorithm 2. The algorithm to generate a complete (k, v)-untraceable history graph is as follows;
1. The algorithm first executes Algorithm 1 except line 13 and line 15.
2. This step consists of a part of the detailed algorithm, from line 3 to line 11. The algorithm searches for a node t that has fewer outgoing edges than k and removes all outgoing edges (t → * ) that satisfy L(t → * ) < v, until no node is found. Then, the algorithm searches for a node t that receives fewer incoming edges than k and removes all edges ( * → t ) that satisfy L( * → t ) < v. The algorithm repeats this step until no node that meets the conditions has found. 3. This step consists of line 12, line 13, and line 14 in the detailed program.
The algorithm removes virtual edges, removes nodes to which no edge is connected, and outputs the modified graph.
Example. An example of the output by Algorithm 2 is shown in figure 2 . We set k = v = 2. After the step 1, the algorithm checks whether each node satisfies the conditions described in the step 2, and find that the node g satisfies the condition for incoming edges, because the node g has a incoming edge of L(f → g) = 1. Then, the incoming edge (f → g) is removed. Next, the algorithm finds the node f satisfies the condition for outgoing edges, and removes the virtual edge (f → u f ). In the final step, the virtual edges are removed from the graph, and then the node f that has no edge is removed. Any adversary who knows an action of a user cannot find any action of the user from the output of Algorithm 2. For example, if an adversary knows that a user do the action e, the adversary knows a trivial action d, and possible actions {a, b, c} that are potentially associated with other users. Computational Cost. We can calculate the total computational cost of Algorithm 2 in the same manner. The total computational cost is estimated as O(N 3 ).
Evaluation
We implemented a prototype module for Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, and evaluated the transaction time for generating an anonymized history graph on a table 1 and table 2 . The tables show the transaction time of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, respectively. We examined two different probabilities of node connections with five patterns of k. We set v = k for all experiments. The transaction time depends on the number of processed nodes that are input into T and T , and the number of processed nodes is configured by values of k, v and the number of nodes in the merged user history graph; thus, the transaction time was increased according to increases of k(= v) and the number of nodes of the original graphs. A dominant part of the transaction time of Algorithm 2 is the transaction time of Algorithm 1, where k is large; it is expected that many nodes are removed by Algorithm 1, and edges of almost all nodes are removed at the first iteration of the do-while-loop in the Algorithm 2. Example cases of k = v = 10 for Algorithm 1 (denoted P) and Algorithm 2 (denoted C) are shown in figure 3 . The transaction time is approximately proportional to N 3 . Tradeoff. We evaluated the number of nodes that were outputs of algorithms, where we changed parameters k and v. Evaluation results are shown in figure  4 . The evaluation results denote reductions of information that is provided by (k, v)-untraceable history graph, where a privacy requirement is tightened. We used random graphs of n = 1000 and p = 0.01, and evaluated three cases: k was fixed (k = 10) and v was changed, k and v were changed (k = v), and k was changed and v was fixed (v = 10). For both partial (k, v)-untraceable history graphs and complete (k, v)-untraceable history graphs, a result in the case v = 10 was almost same as that in the case k = v. Changes of the parameter v did not affect partial (k, v)-untraceable history graphs, but strongly affected complete (k, v)-untraceable history graphs. In any of the cases, there are threshold values for parameters k and v; the number of nodes is dramatically reduced, where k and v is increased over the threshold values. Thus, we should choose appropriate values for parameter sets, k and v in an operation of each history graph, even though there is a tradeoff between privacy and the amount of infor- 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented concrete algorithms for generating graph data that satisfies the notions. Furthermore, experimental results for performance and tradeoff analyses of the algorithms have been presented.
The extension of the adversary model remains an open issue for our future work. We will consider an adversary who knows an action for a fraction of users in the merged history graph and an adversary who knows some continuous actions of a user in the graph, and effects of the extended adversary models will be analyzed. We will also evaluate the feasibility of graphs using real data.
